Questions: Answers in bold italic

1. Software linked to Town network (bid mentions in section 3 – 3.1 (the scale instrument shall be interfacing with the Towns network)

   The Town will utilize a PC for creating records and spreadsheets so the scale instrument should be able to communicate with that. Basic application only.

2. What is the Town considering for a “Lifetime warranty” 8.2,8.3

   Parts only – for those specific items

3. What is the reasoning behind the 200,000lb spec?

   Town’s preference

4. Which stop light is the bid requesting (manual push button or automatic)?

   Push button

5. Who will do the prep work (conduit, electrical, ramps, rough work, stone)

   Please reference Section 4 of bid

6. Should the cat walk be attached to scale or separate

   Separate

7. Should contractor bid with approaches or not
Contractors decision based on proposed scale. The Town will construct approaches to scales with bulkheads.

8. Does this scale need to be OSHA approved

   NTEP (National Type Evaluation Program) approved per bid

9. Variable Pier, Beam slab, or pit?

   Portable Foundation

10. Town will not allow digging down into the ground (landfill) this is a flat surface the town will level out

    Correct – NO digging

11. Town will be responsible for (conduit, electrical, ramps, electrician)

    By Town: Conduit from scale to scalehouse only and any high voltage wire requiring licensed electrician. Ramps – See answer to question 7 above